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Abstract
Multi-agent teamwork and defender-attacker security games are two
areas that are currently receiving significant attention within multi-agent
systems research. Unfortunately, despite the need for effective teamwork
among multiple defenders, little has been done to harness the teamwork
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research in security games. The problem that this paper seeks to solve is
the coordination of decentralized defender agents in the presence of uncertainty while securing targets against an observing adversary. To address
this problem, we offer the following novel contributions in this paper: (i)
New model of security games with defender teams that coordinate under
uncertainty; (ii) New algorithm based on column generation that utilizes Decentralized Markov Decision Processes (Dec-MDPs) to generate
defender strategies that incorporate uncertainty; (iii) New techniques to
handle global events (when one or more agents may leave the system)
during defender execution; (iv) Heuristics that help scale up in the number of targets and agents to handle real-world scenarios; (v) Exploration
of the robustness of randomized pure strategies. The paper opens the
door to a potentially new area combining computational game theory and
multi-agent teamwork.

Keywords — Game theory; Dec-MDP; Security; Stackelberg Games; Security Games
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Introduction

Security games have recently emerged as an important research area in multiagent systems, leading to successful deployments that aid security scheduling at
ports, airports and other infrastructure sites, while also aiding in anti-poaching
efforts and protection of fisheries [24, 45, 46, 49, 63, 65]. In this paper, when we
refer to security games, we do not address the domain of computer security such
as cybersecurity. The definition of a security game is a game where there are two
players, a defender and an attacker. The players can be individuals or groups
that cooperate to execute a strategy, where the leader (defender player) moves
first while the follower (attacker player) observes the leader’s strategy before
moving (known as a Stackelberg game)[31]. The challenge addressed in security
games is the optimization of the allocation of a defender’s limited security agents
(for example by determining randomized patrol routes or checkpoints). Such
allocation is optimized taking into account the presence of an adversary who
can conduct surveillance before planning an attack[12, 31, 42].
Unfortunately, previous work in security games has mostly ignored the challenge of defender teamwork; while the deployment of multiple defenders is optimized, most previous research has not focused on coordination among these
agents (one exception is our previous work [50] which we build on and discuss
in the Related Work section, Section 6.1). Additionally, no prior work has explored the effect of uncertainty in the coordination of multiple defender agents
in security games.
This paper focuses on this challenge of computing an optimal agent allocation strategy for a defender team while also considering uncertainty in coordination of multiple defender agents. To that end, this paper combines two areas
of research in multi-agent systems: security games and multi-agent teamwork
under uncertainty. In many security environments, teamwork among multiple
defender agents of possibly different types (e.g., joint coordinated patrols of
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aerial, motorized vehicles and canines) is important to the overall effectiveness
of the defender. However, teamwork is complicated by the following three factors that we choose to address in this paper. First, multiple defenders may be
required to coordinate their activities under uncertainty, e.g., delays that may
arise from unexpected situations may lead different agents to miscoordinate,
making them unable to act simultaneously. Second, some agents may leave the
system unexpectedly requiring others to fill in the gaps that are created. Third,
defenders may need to act without the ability to communicate, e.g., in security
situations, communication may sometimes be intentionally switched off. We
provide detailed motivating scenarios in Section 2 outlining these challenges.
To handle teamwork of defender agents in security games, our work makes
the following contributions. First, this paper provides a new model of a security game where the defender team’s strategy incorporates coordination under
uncertainty. Second, we present a new algorithm that uses column generation
and decentralized Markov Decision Problems (Dec-MDPs) to efficiently generate defender strategies in solving this new model of a security game. Third,
global events among defender agents (e.g., a defender agent stops patrolling due
to a bomb threat) are modeled in handling teamwork. Fourth, we contribute
heuristics within our algorithm that help scale-up to real-world scenarios. Fifth,
while exploring randomized pure strategies previously seen to converge faster,
we discovered that they were not as fast but instead were more robust than
deterministic pure strategies.
While the work presented in this paper applies to many of the application
domains of security games, including the security of flights, ports and rail [56],
we focus on the metro rail domain for a concrete example, given the increasing
amount of rail related terrorism threats [47]. The challenges from interruptions,
teamwork, or limited communication is not specific to only the metro rail domain
and can be applied to other domains as well.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 starts with presenting the
game theoretic model to address uncertainty among defender agents in a security game. Section 3 describes the algorithm to solve and compute the defender
strategy. Section 4 presents heuristics to improve the runtime. Section 5 provides experimental results for all of our algorithms and heuristics. Section 6
explores the related work on security games and Dec-MDPs. Section 7 summarizes the contributions of the paper and future work.

2

Game Model of Patrolling Defender and Attacker Agent

This paper presents a game theoretic model of effective teamwork among multiple decentralized defender agents with execution uncertainty against an attacker
agent. We are generalizing the security game model (background information
on this model is in Section 5.2) to multiple defender agents coordinating under
uncertainty.
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2.1

Preliminary Knowledge on Dec-MDP

In this paper, we enhance security games by allowing complex defender strategies where multiple defenders coordinate under uncertainty. Attempting to find
the optimal defender mixed strategy in such a setting is computationally extremely expensive, as discussed later. To speed up computation, we exploit advances in previous work in Decentralized Markov Decision Process (Dec-MDP)
algorithms [14, 23, 54, 59], in one key component of our algorithm, and hence
this section provides relevant background on Dec-MDPs.
Markov Decisions Processes (MDPs) are a useful framework to address problems that involve sequential decision making under uncertainty. In situations
where there is only partial information of the system’s state, a more general
framework of Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) are
used. When there is a team of agents, where each one is able to make its own
local observations, the framework is known as a Decentralized Markov Decision Process (Dec-MDP) when there is joint full observability (at a given time
step, the total observation of all agents uniquely determine the state) [6, 7,
14, 15, 54], and a Decentralized Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(Dec-POMDP) when the agents together may not fully observe the state of the
system and thus have uncertainty in their state [1, 2, 7, 40, 41, 62]. As we will
explain later, when solving the security game model introduced in this paper, we
use Dec-MDPs in one key component of our algorithm to attempt to optimize
defender mixed strategies. Informally, in this component, we are faced with a
problem involving multiple agents in a team, with uncertainty in their actions,
and only local knowledge of states.
More specifically, we employ the transition independent Dec-MDP model [6]
that is defined by the tuple: hAg, S, A, T, Ri. Ag = {1, . . . , n} represents the set
of n agents [7]. S = Su × S1 × · · · × Sn is a finite set of world states of the form
s = hsu , s1 , · · · , sn i. Each agent i’s local state si is a tuple (ti , τi ) where ti is the
target and τi is the time at which agent i reaches target ti . Time is discretized
(as explained in Section 5.1) and there are m decision epochs {1, . . . , m}. su is
the unaffected state, meaning that it is not affected by the agents’ actions. It
is employed to represent occurrences of global events (bomb threats, increased
risk at a location, etc.) that are not dependent on the state or actions of the
agents. This notion of unaffected states is equivalent to the one employed in
Network Distributed POMDPs [37].
A = A1 × · · · × An is a finite set of joint actions a = ha1 , · · · , an i, where Ai is
the set of actions to be performed by agent i. T : S ×A×S → R is the transition
function where T (s, a, s0 ) represents the probability of the next joint state being
s0 if the current joint state is s and the joint action is a. Since transitions between
agent i’s local states are independent of actions of other agents,
we have tranQ
sition independence [6]. Formally, T (s, a, s0 ) = Tu (su , s0u ) · i Ti (hsu , si i, ai , s0i ),
where Ti (hsu , si i, ai , s0i ) is the transition function for agent i and Tu (su , s0u ) is the
unaffectable transition function. The joint reward function for the Dec-MDP
takes the form of R : S → R, where R(s) represents the reward for reaching
joint state s.
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b
Udc (b)
Udu (b)
Uac (b)
Uau (b)
R
sr
ξ
eff(s, b)
πj
J
Pbj
Ud (b, π j )
Ua (b, π j )
x
c
Ud (b, c)

Target-time pair composed of (t, τ ) where t is the target and τ is the time
Defender payoff if b is covered by the defender (100% effectiveness)
Defender payoff if b is uncovered by the defender (0% effectiveness)
Attacker payoff if b is covered by the defender (100% effectiveness)
Attacker payoff if b is uncovered by the defender (0% effectiveness)
Total number of agents
State of agent r, composed of a location(target) t, and time τ
Effectiveness of a single defender agent
Effectiveness of the agents on target-time pair b, given the global state s
The the defender team’s j th pure strategy (joint policy)
Set of indices of defender pure strategies
The expected effectiveness of target-time pair b from defender pure strategy π j
Expected utility of the defender given a defender pure strategy π j , and
an attacker pure strategy of target-time pair b
Expected utility of the attacker given a defender pure strategy π j , and
an attacker pure strategy of target-time pair b
Mixed strategy of the defender (probability distribution over π j )
Vector of marginal coverages over target-time pairs
Expected utility of the defender given marginal coverage c, and
an attacker pure strategy of target-time pair b
Table 1: Notation for game formulation

Unfortunately, we cannot directly apply the Dec-MDP model to solve the security game that incorporates defender teamwork under uncertainty. One issue
is that in the security game, the defender and attacker have different payoffs,
which is not possible to be modeled in Dec-MDPs. Another issue is that we
are modeling game-theoretic interactions, in which the rewards depend on the
strategies of both the defender and the attacker. Therefore the standard DecMDP model cannot be directly applied to model and solve this game-theoretic
interaction between the defender and attacker. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, to speed up the computation of the optimal defender mixed strategy under
uncertainty, we decompose the problem into a game theoretic component and a
Dec-MDP component (that only models the interaction among defender agents
and does not need to model the interaction with the attacker nor have to consider the different payoffs for the attacker).

2.2

Defender and Attacker Model

The main differences in the model that is presented in this section compared to
common security games are: the use of a target-time pair for the state of the
defender, the effectiveness of a single defender agent along with the effectiveness
of multiple agents at a target-time pair, and a joint policy as the defender’s
strategy. Common security game representations simply use a target and do not
consider the time element. We need to incorporate the time element as there
5

are multiple defender agents that must coordinate together to defend a target.
In addition, common security game models represent a target as either covered
or not covered by a defender, whereas we add an effectiveness value to show the
varying levels of coverage based on the number of agents at a given state. Prior
security game models do not use a joint policy for the defender’s strategy as it
typically is represented as a set of targets that the defender agent must visit.
We use a joint policy for the defender’s strategy to model the defender agents’
coordination under uncertainty.
The model for the defender team is represented by the tuple similar to the one
for Dec-MDP as described in Section 2.1: hAg, S, A, T, U i. The main difference
between this tuple and the one presented in Section 2.1 is the last element, U ,
which represents the utility or reward of the state. The reward is no longer just
based on the state or action, as in traditional Dec-MDPs, but now is based on
the interaction between the defender and attacker.
A (naive) patrol schedule for each agent consists of a sequence of commands;
each command is of the form: at time τ , the agent should be at target t and
execute action a. The action of the current command takes the defender agent
to the location and time of the next command. In practice, each defender agent
faces execution uncertainty, where taking an action might result in the defender
agent being at a different location and time than intended. This type of execution uncertainty may arise due to unforeseen events. In our example metro rail
domain, this uncertainty may arise due to questioning of suspicious individuals.
The questioning of suspicious individuals results in the defender agent taking
additional time to determine the motive and actions of the individuals, thereby
taking a longer duration at the given location and potentially missing the next
train and delaying the whole schedule.
The attacker is assumed to observe the defender’s marginal coverage over
the target-time pair (defined in detail later in this section). The defender’s
marginal coverage is based on the frequency and number of agents at each
target-time pair. So in other words, the attacker cares about how often and
with how many agents each target-time pair is visited by the defender team.
The attacker’s strategy is to choose which target and location to attack, and
once that happens, the game terminates. For simplicity of exposition, we first
focus on the case with no global events, in which case the unaffected state su
never changes and can be ignored (we will consider these global events later
in Section 2.5). Actions at sr are decisions of which target to visit next. We
consider the following model of delays that mirror the real-world scenarios of
unexpected events: for each action ar at sr there are two states s0r , s00r with a
nonzero transition probability: s0r is the intended next state and s00r has the
same target as sr but a later time. Next, we discuss the defender’s effectiveness
at each state and how this impacts defender coordination.

2.3

Defender Effectiveness

This section explains the value of the defender’s effectiveness starting with a
single defender agent and then how this changes with the inclusion of multiple
6

defender agents. The defender’s effectiveness of a single defender agent visiting
a target-time pair is defined to be ξ ∈ [0, 1]. ξ can be less than 1 because visiting
a target-time pair will not guarantee full protection. For example, if a defender
agent visits a station while patrolling and walking through each of the platforms
and the concourse, she will be able to provide some level of effectiveness, however
she cannot guarantee that there is no adversary attack. Two or more defender
agents visiting the same target-time pair provides an additional effectiveness.
Given a global state s of defender agents, let eff(s, b) be the effectiveness of
the agents on target-time pair b. This effectiveness value, eff(s, b), is similarly
defined to be in the range [0, 1] with 0 signifying no coverage and 1 representing
full protection of the state b. We define the effectiveness of k agents visiting the
same target-time pair to be 1 − (1 − ξ)k . This corresponds to the probability of
catching the attacker if each agent independently has probability ξ of catching
the attacker. Then
eff(s, b) = 1 − (1 − ξ)

P

i

Isi =b

(1)

where Isi =b is the indicator function that is 1 when si = b and 0 otherwise.
As more agents visit the same target-time pair, the effectiveness increases, up to
the maximum value of 1. The rationale for the increase in effectiveness as additional agents visit the same target-time pair, b, is that as the attacker observes
b, and notices multiple defender agents, this will provide further deterrence of
the attacker choosing to target b. If the attacker observes just one defender
agent, he can still choose to attack b, by first circumventing one defender agent.
However if there are multiple defender agents, the attacker would either need
additional help or decide to attack a different target-time pair. Although we
provide a function for the effectiveness value of eff(s, b), our algorithm to solve
this SSG would apply to other functions of effectiveness, including when different agents have different capabilities. The only constraint of other possible
functions of the effectiveness given the global state s and target-time pair b, is
that the value of the effectiveness is in the range [0, 1]. Other possibilities include representing defender agents that give an effectiveness value greater than
0 only when paired with another specialized type of defender agent. The next
section explains the defender’s pure strategy and the expected utility of both
the defender and attacker.

2.4

Defender Pure Strategy and Expected Utility

This section first explains the model of the defender team’s pure strategy and
then describes how the defender and attacker’s expected utility is computed
based on the pure strategy, mixed strategy, and marginal coverage. Denote
by π j the defender team’s j th pure strategy (joint policy), and π J the set of
all defender pure strategies, where J is the corresponding set of indices. For
example, if there are two defender agents, then a sample π j includes a policy
for defender agent 1 (r1 ), and a policy for defender agent 2 (r2 ). An example
policy for r1 is: {((t1 , 0) :Visit t2 ), ((t1 , 1) :Visit t2 ), ((t2 , 1) :Visit t3 )}, while an
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example policy for r2 is: {((t3 , 0) :Visit t2 ), ((t3 , 1) :Visit t2 ), ((t2 , 1) :Visit t1 )}.
The policy for r1 is a mapping from the local state of r1 to the corresponding
action. If r1 is at state (t1 , 0), then the action that r1 would take is to Visit t2 .
However, if r1 is at state (t2 , 1), then she would choose action Visit t3 . Looking
at the policy, r1 starts at t1 at time step 0, and tries to visit t2 and then t3 ,
while defender agent r2 starts at t3 at time step 0, and traverses toward t2 and
then t1 . The global state s at time step 0, would be {(r1 : (t1 , 0)), (r2 : (t3 , 0))},
where r1 is at t1 and r2 is at t3 .
Each pure strategy π j induces a distribution over global states visited. Denote by Pr(s|π j ) the probability that global state s is reached given π j . The
expected effectiveness of target-time pair b from defender pure strategy π j , is
denoted by Pbj ; formally,
X
Pbj =
Pr(s|π j )eff(s, b)
(2)
s
j

Given a defender pure strategy π , and an attacker pure strategy of target-time
pair b, the expected utility of the defender is
Ud (b, π j ) = Pbj Udc (b) + (1 − Pbj )Udu (b)

(3)

The attacker’s utility is defined similarly as:
Ua (b, π j ) = Pbj Uac (b) + (1 − Pbj )Uau (b)

(4)

The defender may also play a mixed strategy x, which is a probability distribution over the set of pure strategies π J . Denote by xj the probability of playing
pure strategy π j . Simply choosing a single defender pure strategy, π j , or a single
joint policy, is typically not the defender’s optimal strategy due to the various
constraints that limit the coverage over all the target-time pairs. For example,
a single defender pure strategy may only allow the defender team to visit half of
the possible target-time pairs. In this example, if the defender decides to select
a single pure strategy to execute, then the attacker would decide to attack one
of the target-time pairs that is not covered by the defender. Therefore, in this
situation, a mixed strategy for the defender that covers all possible target-time
pairs provides a better strategy for the defender. The players’ expected utilities
given mixed strategies are then naturally defined as the expectation of their
pure-strategy expected utilities. Formally, the defender’s expected
P utility given
the defender mixed strategy x and attacker pure strategy b is j xj Ud (b, π j ).
Let
X
cb =
xj Pbj
(5)
j

be the marginal coverage on b by the mixed strategy x [66], and c the vector
of marginal coverages over target-time pairs. Then this expected utility can be
expressed in terms of marginal coverages, as
Ud (b, c) = cb Udc (b) + (1 − cb )Udu (b)
8

(6)

The model above assumes no global events, or when the unaffected state su
never changes. In the following section, we introduce global events and how it
impacts the model.

2.5

Global Events

A global event refers to some event whose occurrence becomes known to all
agents in the team, and causes one of the agents in the defender team to become
unavailable, causing others to fill in the gaps created. In our example domain,
global events correspond to scenarios such as bomb threats or crime, where a
agent must stop patrolling and deal with the unexpected event. The entire
defender team is notified when a global event occurs. Depending on the type of
event, a pre-specified defender agent, which we denote as the qualified defender
agent, will be removed from patrolling and allocated to deal with the event
once it occurs. This is because certain defender agents have capabilities best
suited towards addressing the global event, thereby having the pre-specified,
qualified defender agent stop patrolling and handle the global event while the
other defender agents continue to monitor and patrol.
To handle such global events, we include the global unaffected state in our
security game model. The global unaffected state is a vector of binary variables
over different types of events that may be updated at each time step τ . This
state is labeled as such because it is known by each defender agent but is not
affected by the defender team; the defender team has no control over this global
unaffected state. For example, a global state could be a vector < 1, 0, 1 > where
each element corresponds to the type of the event such as bomb threat, active
shooter, or crime. If the first element corresponds to a bomb threat and is set
to 1, that implies that a bomb threat has been received.
When the global unaffected state is updated (a global event occurs), this
results in a change in the state for both the qualified defender agent as well as the
other defender agents. The qualified defender agent stops patrolling to address
the global event while the remaining defender agents may change their strategy
and subsequent actions to account for the qualified defender agent leaving the
system. Transitions associated with global unaffected state, i.e., Tu (su , s0u ) could
potentially be computed based on the threat/risk levels of various events at
the different time steps. The transitions associated with individual defender
agents, i.e., Ti (hsu , si i, ai , s0i ) are dependent on whether the defender agent is
responsible for handling a global event that has become active in that time step.
If su indicates that a bomb threat is active and i is the qualified defender agent,
then the valid joint policy indicates that the qualified defender agent handles
the global event and goes out of patrolling duty. If su indicates a bomb threat
and i is not the qualified defender agent, then agent i would choose an action ai
based on su with the knowledge that the qualified defender agent is no longer
patrolling.
Problem Statement:
Our goal is to compute the strong Stackelberg
equilibrium of the new game representation that includes joint policies as defined
earlier as the pure strategies for the defender. In other words, we want to find
9

the optimal (highest expected value) mixed strategy for the defender to commit
to considering that a strategic adversary best responds to her strategy.

3

Approach to Solve Multiple Linear Programs
and Iterative Dec-MDP

This section begins with a linear program (LP) to solve for the defender’s optimal strategy based on the game model discussed in the previous section (Section 2). Given the exponential number of defender pure strategies (joint policies)
that are needed to solve the LP, we introduce a column generation framework [4]
to intelligently generate a subset of pure strategies for the defender. The space
of joint policies is very large. We look to Dec-MDP algorithms to cleverly search
that space [6, 14, 43, 54] as Dec-MDPs are used by researchers to coordinate
multiple agents when there is uncertainty in the system. This fits well in helping
to find a pure strategy for the defender agents in handling uncertainty. However,
optimal Dec-MDP algorithms are difficult to scale-up, and hence we use heuristics that leverage ideas from previous work on Dec-MDPs [59]. We need to solve
multiple Dec-MDP instances as each computed joint policy is used as a single
pure strategy for the defender. The use of heuristics results in the possibility
that our algorithm does not find the optimal defender mixed strategy. However,
we show in the experimental results that the heuristic solution is able to scaleup and perform better than algorithms that do not handle uncertainty (which
can scale-up but suffer from solution quality loss) in Section 5.4 or algorithms
that attempt to find the optimal solution (which may not suffer from solution
quality loss but cannot scale up) in Section 5.5 or algorithms that attempt to
find even higher quality solutions heuristically (they still fail to perform better)
in Section 5.6.2.
Figure 1 gives a high level view of the system as a whole. The right half of
the figure shows that for each possible attacker choice (a target-time pair) we
solve a separate LP. For each LP, a column generation approach using a master
and slave component (shown on the left side of the figure) is used to find the
defender strategy given the attacker’s choice. The master component is solved
by finding the optimal defender strategy of the Stackelberg game given the set of
defender joint policies generated by the slave component. The slave component
computes the joint policy by solving an iterative Dec-MDP. Each part of the
system is explored in depth in the rest of this section.
A standard method for solving Stackelberg games is the Multiple-LP algorithm [12]. The Multiple-LP approach involves iterating over all attacker
choices. The attacker has |B| choices and hence we iterate over these choices.
In each iteration, we assume that the attacker’s best response is fixed to a pure
strategy α, which is a target-time pair, α = (t, τ ).
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Figure 1: Overall Architecture of the System
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max

Ud (α, c)

Ua (α, c) ≥

Ua (b, c)

∀b 6= α

(8)

≤

0

∀b ∈ B

(9)

xj =

1

c,x

cb −

X

P j xj
j∈J b

X
j∈J

xj ≥ 0

∀j ∈ J,

(7)

(10)

cb ∈ [0, 1] ∀b ∈ B

(11)

The LP for α, shown in Equations (7) to (11), solves the optimal defender
mixed strategy x to commit to, given that the attacker’s best response is to
attack α. Then among the |B| solutions, the solution that achieves the best
objective (i.e., defender expected utility) is chosen. In more detail, Equation (8)
enforces that the best response of the attacker is indeed α. In Equation (9), Pj
is a column vector which gives the values of expected effectiveness Pbj of each
target-time pair b given the defender’s pure strategy π j . An example of a set
of column vectors is shown below:
j
 1
b1 0.0
b  0.2
P = 2
b3  0.5
b4 0.6

j2
0.5
0.7
0.6
0.0

j3
0.4
0.0
0.2
0.8






(12)

Column Pj1 = h0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.6i gives the effectiveness Pbji1 of the defender’s
pure strategy π j1 over each target-time pair bi . For example, policy π j1 has an
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effectiveness of 0.5 on b3 . Thus, Equation (9) enforces that given the probabilities xj of executing mixed strategies π j , cb is the marginal coverage of b.

Input:

= (t1, 1)
Time (τ)

LP1

=(t1, 1)
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=(t1, 3)
LP3 . . .

=(t2, 2)

=(t2, 3)

LP7

LP8

LP9

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

=(t2, 1)

Output: Defender Strategy

=(t1, 2)
LP2

LP1

Figure 2: Structure of the Multiple-LP approach

. . .
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Figure 2 gives the structure of how the Multiple-LP algorithm applies to our
solution approach. Focus first on the right side of Figure 2. There the figures
show several LPs. In particular, this approach generates a separate LP for each
attacker pure strategy denoted as α in Equations (7) to (11). For example,
the first LP that is solved, assumes that the attacker’s best strategy, α is to
attack target t1 at time τ = 1. The algorithm fixes the attacker’s best strategy,
α = (t1 , 1), and then solves for the defender team’s strategy under the constraint
that the attacker’s best response is α. The algorithm then iterates to the next
LP, which corresponds to a new attacker strategy. Once all the LPs have been
solved, we compare the defender’s strategy for each attacker strategy/LP and
choose the one that gives the defender the highest expected utility.
For each LP that is being solved, the input is the attacker’s best strategy,
denoted as α, which is composed of a target and time. The output of each
LP is the defender’s strategy against an attacker whose best strategy is α. To
determine the defender’s strategy against the attacker, all the defender pure
strategies must be enumerated. However, in our game there is an exponential
number of possible defender pure strategies, corresponding to joint policies —
and thus a massive number of columns that cannot be enumerated in memory —
so that the Multiple-LP algorithm cannot be directly applied. For N stations,
T time steps, and R defender agents, we will have (N T )R policies.
Since this grows exponentially large in proportion to the number of stations,
time steps, and defender agents, we turn to column generation to solve the LP
and intelligently compute a subset of defender pure strategies along with the
12

optimal defender mixed strategy. We solve an LP using a column generation
framework for each possible target-time pair for the attacker strategy and then
choose the solution that achieves the highest defender expected utility. The
column generation framework is composed of two components, the master and
slave. The master component solves the LP given a subset of defender pure
strategies (or joint policies). The slave component computes the next best
defender pure strategy or joint policy to improve the solution found by the
master component. We cast the slave problem as a Dec-MDP to generate the
joint policy for the defender team. In the next section, we explore in detail the
column generation framework.

3.1

Column Generation

The defender needs to know all possible pure strategies in order to compute
the optimal strategy against the attacker. However, as stated in the previous
section, the number of possible defender pure strategies grows exponentially
in the number of stations, time steps, and defender agents. To deal with this
problem, we apply column generation [4], a method for efficiently solving LPs
with large numbers of columns. At a high level, it is an iterative algorithm
composed of a master and a slave component; at each iteration the master
solves a version of the LP with a subset of columns, and the slave smartly
generates a new column (defender pure strategy) to add to the master.
Figure 3 gives an example that shows the master-slave column generation
algorithm. Note that there are four steps in this figure to explain the process
and interaction between the master and slave component. In the first step, the
master component solves an LP to generate a defender mixed strategy while also
computing the corresponding dual variables (Step 1). The master starts with a
subset of defender pure strategies represented as columns in P. In this example,
the master is solving the LP given two columns, j1 and j2 . The dual values from
the master component are then used as input for the slave component (Step 2).
Then the slave component computes a defender pure strategy (joint policy)
and returns the column that corresponds to the defender pure strategy back to
the master component (Step 3). We show in this example that the column j3 is
generated by the slave component. The master component then adds this new
column to the existing set of columns, P, and then resolves the LP which now
includes the new column generated from the slave (Step 4). We see here that
now the master resolves the LP but with three columns now, j1 to j3 . This
master-slave cycle is repeated for multiple iterations until the column generated
by the slave no longer improves the strategy for the defender. Next, we go in
detail about first the master component and then the slave component.
The master is an LP of the same form as Equations (7) to (11), except
that instead of having all pure strategies, J is now a subset of pure strategies.
Pure strategies not in J are assumed to be played with zero probability, and
their corresponding columns do not need to be represented. We solve the LP
and obtain its optimal dual solution.
The slave’s objective is to generate a defender pure strategy π j and add
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Figure 3: Column generation illustration including the master and slave components. The column generation algorithm contains multiple iterations of the
master-slave formulation.
the corresponding column Pj , which specifies the marginal coverages, to the
master. We show that the problem of generating a good pure strategy can be
reduced to a Dec-MDP problem.
To start, consider the question of whether adding a given pure strategy π j
will improve the master LP solution. This can be answered using the concept
of the reduced cost of a column [4], which intuitively gives the potential change
in the master’s objective when a candidate pure strategy π j is added. Formally,
the reduced cost f j associated with the column Pj is defined as:
fj =

X
b

yb · Pbj − z

(13)

where z is the dual variable of (10) and {yb } are the dual variables of Equation
family (9), and are calculated using standard techniques. If f j > 0 then adding
pure strategy π j will improve the master LP solution. When f j ≤ 0 for all j,
the current master LP solution is optimal for the full LP.
Thus the slave computes the π j that maximizes f j , and adds the corresponding column to the master if f j > 0. If f j ≤ 0 the algorithm terminates and
returns the current master LP solution.
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3.2

Dec-MDP Formulation of Slave

We formulate this problem of finding the pure strategy that maximizes reduced
cost as a transition independent Dec-MDP [6]. The rewards are defined so that
the total expected reward is equal to the reduced cost. The states and actions
are defined as before. We can visualize them using transition graphs: for each
agent r, the transition graph Gr = (Nr0 , Er0 ) contains state nodes sr = (t, τ ) ∈ Sr
for each target and time. In addition, the transition graph also contains action
nodes that correspond to the actions that can be performed at each state sr .
There exists a single action edge between a state node sr and each of the action
nodes that correspond to the possible actions that can be executed at sr . From
each action node ar from sr , there are multiple outgoing chance edges, to state
nodes, with the probability Tr (sr , ar , s0r ) labeled on the chance edge to s0r . In the
illustrative example scenario that we have focused on, with there being delays,
each action node has two outgoing chance edges with one chance edge going to
the intended next state and another chance edge going to a different state which
has the same location as the original node but a later time.
Example: Figure 4 shows a sample transition graph showing a subset of
the states and actions for agent i. Looking at the state node (t1 , 0), assuming
target t1 is adjacent to t2 and t5 , there are three actions, Stay at t1 ,Visit t2 ,
or Visit t5 . If action, Visit t2 is chosen, then the transition probability is:
Ti ((t1 , 0), Visit t2 , (t2 , 1)) = 0.9 and Ti ((t1 , 0), Visit t2 , (t1 , 1)) = 0.1.

Time Steps
0

1

2

1.0

Legend

t1

0.1

0.9
0.1

Targets

0.9

t2

State node
Action node
action edge

1.0
0.1
0.1

…

…

0.9

chance edge
Set of action
edges

0.9

t5

The transition independent Dec-MDP consists of multiple such transition
graphs, which we represent as Gr . There is however a joint reward function
R(s). This joint reward function, R(s), is dependent on the dual variables, yb ,
from the master, and the effectiveness eff(s, b) of agents with global state s on
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…

Figure 4: Example Transition Graph for one defender agent

target-time pair b, as defined in Section 2:
X
R(s) =
yb · eff(s, b).
b

(14)

Multiple transition graphs are needed because each defender agent may have a
different graph structure and/or action space.
We provide an example for the joint reward function R(s), continuing from
the scenario described in Section 2.4. The example global state is si = {(r1 :
(t1 , 0)), (r2 : (t3 , 0))}, where r1 is at t1 and r2 is at t3 . Since there are only
two target-time pairs in this global state, we only need to sum over these two
pairs because for all other pairs, the effectiveness, eff(s, b) = 0. If we define
ξ = 0.6, the defender’s effectiveness of a single agent visiting a target-time pair,
b1 = (t1 , 0), and b2 = (t3 , 0) then:
R(s) =

X
b

yb · eff(s, b) = yb1 · 0.6 + yb2 · 0.6

(15)

Proposition 3.1. Let π j be the optimal solution of the slave Dec-MDP with
reward function defined as in (14). Then π j maximizes the reduced cost f j
among all pure strategies.
Proof. The expected reward of the slave Dec-MDP given π j is
X
s

Pr(s|π j )R(s) =

X

=

X

b
b

yb

X
s

P r(s|π j )eff(s, b)

yb Pbj = f j + z.

(16)
(17)

Therefore the optimal policy for the Dec-MDP maximizes f j .

3.3

Solving the Slave Dec-MDP

If the Dec-MDP is solved optimally each time it is called in the master-slave iteration, we would achieve the optimal solution of the LP. Unfortunately, optimally
solving Dec-MDPs, particularly given large numbers of states (target-time pairs)
is extremely difficult. The optimal algorithms from the MADP toolbox[55] along
with the MPS algorithm [14] are unable to scale up past four targets and four
agents in this problem scenario. Experimental results illustrating this outcome
are shown in Section 5. Hence this section focuses on a heuristic approach. As
mentioned earlier, this implies that we do not guarantee achieving the optimal
value of each LP we solve; however, we do show in Section 5 that this approach
scales better than one attempting to achieve the optimal and one that scales
but does not handle uncertainty.
Our approach, outlined in Algorithm 1, borrows some ideas from the TREMOR
algorithm [59], which iteratively and greedily updates the reward function for
the individual agents and solves the corresponding MDP. We do not use the
TREMOR algorithm but reference this algorithm as the closest algorithm in
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the Dec-MDP literature to the one implemented in this section. In particular,
unlike TREMOR, there is no iterative process in our algorithm. More specifically, for each agent r, this algorithm updates the reward function for the MDP
corresponding to r and solves the single-agent MDP; the rewards of the MDP
are updated so as to reflect the fixed policies of previous agents.
The MDP for each agent consists of: Sr , the set of local states sr in the
form of a tuple (t, τ ); Ar , the set of actions that can be performed by the agent;
T (sr , ar , s0r ), the transition function of the agent at state sr taking the action ar
and ending up at state s0r ; and R(sr ), the reward function which represents the
reward for visiting and covering state sr . The value of the reward is determined
both by the dual variable yb , from the master and the policies of defender agents
that have already been computed from previous iterations.
Algorithm 1 SolveSlave(yb , G)
Initialize π j
for all r ∈ R do
µr ← ComputeUpdatedReward(π j , yb , Gr )
πr ← SolveSingleMDP(µr , Gr )
π j ← π j ∪ πr
j
P ← ConvertToColumn(π j )
j
7: return π j , P
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

In more detail, this algorithm takes the dual variables yb (refer Section 3.1)
from the master component and G as input and builds π j iteratively in Lines 2–
5. Line 3 computes vector µr , the additional reward of reaching each of agent
r’s states.
Figure 5 gives the structure of how the slave component operates. It receives
as input from the master component the dual variables yb and the transition
graph G. It then solves and generates an individual policy, πr , for each agent,
based on the reward vector. This reward vector takes into account the dual
variables from the master along with the individual policies of agents that have
already been computed. After all individual policies have been generated, the
joint policy is converted into a column and then sent to the master.
Consider the slave Dec-MDP defined on agents 1, . . . , r (with joint reward
function (14)). The additional reward µr (sr ) for state sr is the marginal contribution of r visiting sr to this joint reward, given the policies of the r − 1 agents
computed in previous iterations, π j = {π1 , . . . , πr−1 }. Specifically, because of
transition independence, given {π1 , . . . , πr−1 } we can compute the probability
psr (k) that k of the first r −1 agents have visited the same target and time as sr .
Pr−1
Then µr (sr ) = k=0 psr (k)(eff(k + 1) − eff(k)), where we slightly abuse notation and define eff(k) = 1 − (1 − ξ)k . µr (sr ) gives the additional effectiveness if
agent r visits state sr by computing the effectiveness of agent r visiting state sr
(incorporating the policies of the agents that have already been computed) and
subtracting the effectiveness due to just the previous agents and not agent r.
For example, if two previously computed agents already visit a state sr , then if
17
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Figure 5: Structure of the algorithm for the slave component
the third agent visits state sr , the individual reward for the third agent will not
be the joint reward of having three agent visit the state, but will instead be the
additional effectiveness of having three agents visit the state versus two agents.
This avoids double-counting for states that have been visit by other previously
computed agents.
Line 4 computes the best individual policy πr for agent r’s MDP, with rewards µr . We compute πr using value iteration (VI):
X
V (sr , ar ) = µr (sr ) +
Tr (sr , ar , s0r )V (s0r )
(18)
0
sr

where V (sr ) = maxar V (sr , ar ) and πr (sr ) = arg maxar V (sr , ar ).
The way that the Dec-MDP value function is decomposed into the individual MDP value function is that for each MDP for an agent, the rewards are
updated/precomputed based on the policies of prior agents that have already
been computed. For the first agent, the value function on each state for the
MDP would simply be the reward if there is just one agent. This agent then
solves the MDP to generate an individual policy. For the second agent, the
value function now gets updated based on the individual policy of the first
agent. More specifically, the value function for the second agent gets updated
by modifying the rewards (µr (sr )) on the states that the first agent visits, to
reflect the additional reward/effectiveness that the defender team would receive
if a second agent visits that same state versus having just a single agent visit
that state. In particular, the reward vector, µr is being changed in the value
function for the different agents (in Line 3).
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4

Heuristics for Scaling Up

Without column generation, our model of Dec-MDPs in security games would
be faced with enumerating (N T )R columns, making enumeration of defender
pure strategies impossible, let alone trying to find a solution. While column
generation is helpful, each LP still does not scale well and thus in this section,
we present three different approaches to further improving the runtime. We
first started by examining what component in the algorithm was consuming the
majority of the time needed to find the defender’s strategy. The slave component
within the column generation was found to be taking significantly more time
than the master component. When running the algorithm with 8 targets, 8 time
steps, and 8 agents, the master component took an average of 7.2 milliseconds
while the slave component took an average of 26.3 milliseconds. Increasing the
number of agents from 8 to 12 resulted in the master component taking an
average of 7.3 milliseconds and the slave component taking an average of 101.3
milliseconds. Further increasing the number of agents from 12 to 16, the master
component took on average 7.5 milliseconds while the slave component took
on average 1,229.8 milliseconds. Thus, as the number of agents increased, the
master component did not increase in runtime while the runtime for the slave
component increased exponentially from 26.3 milliseconds to 101.3 milliseconds,
and then to 1,229.3 milliseconds. This demonstrates that the slave component
is clearly a bottleneck.

4.1

Reducing the Number of Column Generation Iterations

The initial approach starts with each LP computing its own columns (i.e., coldstart). However, this does not scale well and thus we build on this approach
with several heuristics for scale-up that focuses on reducing the amount of times
column generation needs to be executed:
Append: First, we explored reusing the generated defender pure strategies
and columns across the multiple LPs. The intuition is that the defender strategies/columns generated by the master-slave column generation algorithm for an
LP might be useful in solving subsequent LPs, resulting in an overall decrease
in the total number of defender pure strategies/columns generated (along with
fewer iterations of column generation) over all the multiple LPs. Figure 6 gives
an example of how the Append heuristic shares the columns across different
LPs. This figure shows two of the multiple LPs that need to be solved (refer to
Figure 2 for the structure of the Multiple-LP approach). In this example, in the
first LP, the column generation approach outputs 80 columns or defender pure
strategies in determining the defender’s strategy, when the attacker’s optimal
strategy is to attack target-time pair (t1 , 1). Then the second LP, where the
attacker’s optimal strategy is set to (t1 , 2) is solved. The 80 columns that were
generated to solve the first LP are then carried over to be used in the second
LP (as denoted by the dashed line box). To extend the example shown in this
figure, all 134 columns that are used in the second LP will then be carried over
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Figure 6: Example of the Append heuristic
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to the third LP. This continues for all subsequent LPs.
Cutoff: To further improve the runtime, we explored setting a limit on the
number of defender pure strategies generated (i.e., the number of iterations of
column generation that is executed) for each LP.
Ordered: With this limit on the columns generated, some of the |B| LPs
return low-quality solutions, or are even infeasible, due to not having enough
columns. Combined with reusing columns across LPs, the LPs that are solved
earlier will have fewer columns. Since we only need a high-quality solution for
the LP with the best objective, we would like to solve the most promising LPs
last, so that these LPs will have a larger set of defender pure strategies to use.
While we do not know apriori which LP has the highest value, one heuristic that
turns out to work well in practice is to sort the LPs in increasing order of Uau (b),
the uncovered payoff of the attacker strategies (target-time pairs) chosen; i.e.,
to solve the LPs that correspond to attack strategies that are less attractive to
the attacker first, and LPs (attack strategies) that are more attractive to the
attacker later.

4.2

Reducing Runtime for a Single Slave Iteration

The heuristics in Section 4.1 target reducing the total number of iterations, but
not the run-time within a single slave iteration. Here, we focus on reducing the
runtime of a single iteration which helps to scale up as the number of agents
increases. The importance of scaling up to handle defender teams that are comprised of multiple agents is demonstrated in a large scale real-world experiment
of security games that had to plan for 23 defender security teams [18].
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To deal with the inability of the previous heuristics in Section 4.1 to handle
many defender agents, we explored the following desiderata to guide our selection of an idea to allow us to scale up: (1) The idea has to focus on the part
of the entire algorithm that actually causes a slowdown. (2) If we introduce a
heuristic, the slave should report the column truthfully to the master. If the
slave does not report the column truthfully, then the master will compute a
solution that is inaccurate for the LP (in the Multiple-LP approach). If the solution/value for the LP is incorrect, then we may end up selecting the best LP
incorrectly and choose a low valued strategy. (3) The heuristic itself should be
very simple. The master calls the slave multiple times within any given problem
instance, and it is important that the slave generate a column in a timely fashion. (4) The heuristic should preferably lead the slave to be conservative, i.e.,
it is preferred if the heuristic does not place fewer agents on important targets.
The rationale for why the slave component was taking a long time to run,
was the exponential increase due to two factors: (1) the size of the state space,
when the number of agents increases, and (2) the computation of the updated
rewards that is needed to determine the effectiveness at each state based on
the defender’s joint policy (Algorithm 1, Line 3). For example, if there are 16
defender agents and each agent has a non-zero probability of visiting state s,
then the computation of the updated reward
through all
 would
 require16iterating

16
subsets of the 16 defender agents, or 16
+
+
·
·
·
+
=
65,
535
possible
1
2
16
combinations of defender agents.
Algorithm 2 ComputeEffectiveness(π, b)
1: Initialize w
2: Rs ← FindResourcesAtState(π, b)
3: for n = 1 . . . |Rs | do
4:
C ← CombinationGenerator(R, n)
5:
for all c ∈ C do
6:
p ← ComputeEffectInstance(c, π, b)
7:
w ←w+p
8: return w
To improve the runtime to handle a larger number of agents, we used the
desiderata as a guideline. We explored setting a limit on the number of agents
in the computation of the effectiveness of a given state, eff(s, b), but do not
actually place a limit in the game and in the column that is computed by the
slave component and used by the master component. The reasoning to place a
limit on the number of agents is that the effectiveness for the defender does not
significantly increase when there are already a few defender agents at a state.
For example, if a state is already covered by ten defender agents, adding an
additional defender agent will not provide a significant increase in effectiveness,
compared to the additional benefit if there was just one defender agent and
another agent was added. Algorithm 2 gives the algorithm of computing the
effectiveness of joint policy π on state b. Algorithm 2 is used in Algorithm 1,
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for the computation of the updated rewards (Algorithm 1, Line 3) and in transforming the policy that encompasses all agents into a column for the master
(Algorithm 1, Line 6). In both cases, we need to enumerate all combinations
of agents for each state to compute the effectiveness of the defender agents at
each state. The computation of the updated rewards (Algorithm 1, Line 3) is
used more expansively in the slave component compared to the conversion of the
policy to a column (Algorithm 1, Line 3) and thus we focus on improving the
runtime and computation of the updated rewards. Since this updated computation of the effectiveness can potentially generate a lower effectiveness value (as
described in detail below), by not modifying the computation of the policy to a
column, the algorithm still provides an accurate column for the master component. By placing a limit on the maximum number of agents at any given state,
the solution quality may decrease because the resulting joint policy computed
by the slave does not consider the increased effectiveness of additional agents
above the imposed limit, but at the end of the slave calculation (Algorithm 1,
Line 6) the column return to the master accurately describes the effectiveness
of the joint policy.
Algorithm 2 starts by computing Rs , which is the set of agents that have a
non-zero probability of visiting state b (Line 2), by scanning through the policy of each agent to see if there is a possibility of reaching state b. It then
iterates from 1 to the total number of agents that have a non-zero probability, or |Rs |, of visiting state b. This value of n, represents the number of
agents that visit state b, where the algorithm computes the probability and
corresponding effectiveness. In Line 4, the algorithm generates all possible
combinations of agents of size n. For example, if R = 5 and n = 2, then
C = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 5)}, where the
numbers in each set correspond to different agents. For each combination, the effect of each particular combination is computed and added together (Lines 6-7).
For example, if c = (1, 4), then ComputeEffectInstance(c, π, b) (Line 6) would
compute the effectiveness of two agents at state b, multiplied by the probability
of agent 1 and 4 at state b, along with the probability of all other agents not
being at state b.
During this computation of the effectiveness of joint policy π on state b,
instead of computing the effectiveness by allowing up to |Rs | agents, we place a
limit on the maximum number of agents (set to z) that can be at state b (just
in our calculation of the updated rewards but not while converting the policy
to a column). To accomplish this, Algorithm 2 is modified at Line 3 so instead
of n iterating from 1 to |Rs |, it will instead iterate from 1 to z.
This simplifies the computation of the effectiveness, eff(s, b), for all states
and in turn improves the runtime of the slave. This is because the algorithm
does not need to compute all combinations of agents from lines 3 to 7, which
grows exponentially large as the number of agents increases. By placing a limit
of at most z agents to consider while calculating the effectiveness, we are able
to improve the runtime and scale up to a larger number of agents. Despite this
limit in calculating the effectiveness, in reality more than z agents may visit this
state.
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However, when converting the defender’s joint policy to a column (Algorithm 1, Line 6), we can compute the exact effectiveness, eff(s, b), by calling
Algorithm 2 without placing a limit on the maximum number of agent. In Algorithm 2, Line 3, instead of just iterating from 1 to z, the algorithm iterates
from 1 to |Rs | to compute an exact effectiveness of the policy for the column
that is returned to the master component. In other words, we speed up policy
computation but ensure that the value of the policy is correctly returned to the
master.
Referring to the structure of the slave component in Figure 5, the changes
that are made are within the Compute Updated Reward step. This is where
the limit is placed on the maximum number of agents that can visit a state. In
the step where the joint policy is converted to a column (once the slave is done
computing individual policies for each agent), this computation does not place
a limit on the maximum number of agents to ensure that the column returned
to the master is a correct representation of the joint policy (fulfilling the second
desiderata criteria).
The idea we present above fulfills all four points of the desiderata in scaling
up to handle many defender agents. It focuses on modifying the slave component, which has been shown to consume the majority of the runtime. The
heuristic, while modifying the computation of the effectiveness value in the updated rewards, still reports an accurate column for the master component. If
the column generated underestimated the effectiveness, this would result in an
incorrect value for the LP as computed by the master. This may cause the
Multiple-LP algorithm to choose the best LP incorrectly and therefore result in
low valued strategy for the defender. This heuristic, as shown in Section 5.8, is
extremely beneficial in speeding up while still providing a high level of solution
quality.

4.3

Improving the Solution Quality of the Slave

Another approach that we considered in improving the runtime of the algorithm
was generating a higher quality solution for the slave component (even at the
expense of the slave component running slightly slower) with the notion that
if the slave component produces a better column for the master, the column
generation algorithm will converge more quickly to a solution, thereby speeding
up the overall algorithm.
In the slave component, in Algorithm 1, we generate a policy for each agent
by iterating over each agent in a single iteration (Line 2). Therefore, the policy
of the first agent does not take into account the policies of all other agents.
The slave computes the optimal policy for the first agent assuming there are no
other agents. The slave component then computes the optimal policy for the
second agent given the policy for the first agent (which is now fixed and does
not change). The policy of the third agent is computed with the knowledge of
the policies of the first two agents. This continues until policies are generated
for all agents.
As mentioned, the policy of the first agent does not consider the policies of
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Algorithm 3 SolveRepeatedSlave(yb , G)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Initialize π j , ψp , ψc
while ψp 6= ψc do
for all r ∈ R do
π j ← π j − πr
µr ← ComputeUpdatedReward(π j , yb , Gr )
πr ← SolveSingleMDP(µr , Gr )
π j ← π j ∪ πr
ψp ← ψc
ψc ← ComputeObjective(π j )
j
P ← ConvertToColumn(π j )
return π j , Pj

Single iteration
Repeated iterative

1
6.939
7.305

2
5.152
5.416

3
3.009
3.053

4
3.160
3.246

5
5.094
5.432

6
4.374
4.422

7
6.676
6.821

8
7.083
7.203

Table 2: Comparison of solution quality for only one instance of the slave when
using a single iteration versus repeated iterative slave
any other agent as we use this heuristic to be able to scale up. We proposed
modifying the slave component to include a repeated iterative process where
instead of a single for loop (Algorithm 1, Line 2), we repeatedly iterate Lines 2
- 5, until we reach a local optimum where the policies of the defender agents do
not change across iterations.
Algorithm 3 outlines the updated repeated iterative slave. ψp and ψc represent the computed objective value of the joint policy for the previous iteration
and current iteration respectively. This is used to determine whether the joint
policy has changed across iterations. The main difference between Algorithm 3
and Algorithm 1 is the outer while loop (Line 2) that compares the objective
across iterations to see if it has improved or reached a local maximum. In
Line 4, the joint policy, π j is modified by removing the current individual policy of agent r. The updated individual policy for the agent r is then recomputed
and re-added to the joint policy. After the individual policies of each agent is
computed, the objective of the joint policy is computed in Line 9. While further
improvements could be made, the question we focused on is whether this style
of improvement in solution quality of individual joint policies would help us
reduce the total run-time.
The rationale for this repeated iterative process in the slave is to improve the
joint policy (and equivalent column) that is computed by the slave component
and to provide a higher defender expected utility. First, we tested the solution
quality of a single instance of running the slave, comparing the output of the
single iteration slave versus the repeated iterative slave. This is to verify that the
solution quality of the joint policy from the repeated iterative slave is higher
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than the joint policy computed by the single iteration slave. We show this
comparison in Table 2 where each column represents the solution quality after
running a single instance of the slave component. Therefore, each of the values
in this table measure the solution quality of a single defender pure strategy or
joint policy.
In a follow-up test, we compared the performance of the repeated iterative
slave versus a single iteration slave run over the whole game instance to find the
defender’s mixed strategy over the set of pure strategies generated via the column generation framework. This is different from the results in Table 2, where
in this test we run the Multiple-LP algorithm including column generation to
determine the defender’s expected utility and mixed strategy. In a preliminary
test, with 5 targets, 8 time steps, and 4 agents and averaged over 15 game
instances, in comparing the repeated iterative slave versus a single iteration
slave, the solution quality (defender expected utility) when using a repeated
iterative slave was 0.861 while the solution quality for the single iteration slave
was 0.849. The maximum improvement of the repeated iterative slave over the
single iteration slave was 0.057. This shows that the overall solution quality
of the repeated iterative slave is higher than the single iteration slave. This is
what we expect for the repeated iterative slave as it computes a locally optimal
joint policy compared to the single iteration slave.

5

Evaluation

This section provides a motivating domain of security in the metro rail, background on security games, and various experiments and tests of the algorithms.

5.1

Motivating Domain: Security of Metro Rail

In recent news, there have been terrorism related events pertaining to metro rail
systems across the world. In April 2013, two men were arrested for plotting to
carry out an attack against a passenger train traveling between Canada and the
United States [11]. In August 2013 an article reported planned attacks by Al
Qaeda on high-speed trains in Europe which prompted authorities in Germany
to step up security on the country’s metro rail system [47]. A presentation by
Arnold Barnett suggested that the success of aviation security may be shifting
criminal/terrorist activity towards other venues like commuter metro rail systems, and he also argues that “the prevention of rail terrorism warrants high
priority” [25].
In the metro rail domain, the defender agents (i.e., canine, motorized) patrol
the stations while the adversary conducts surveillance and may take advantage
of the defender’s predictability to plan an attack. With limited agents to devote
to patrols, it is impossible for the defender to cover all stations all the time. The
defender must decide how to intelligently patrol the metro rail system. Additional constraints include the defender agents having to travel on the train lines,
thus being limited in path and sequences of stations and having to adhere to the
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daily timetables of the trains. Recent research on security games focused on the
metro rail domain include the computation of randomized patrol schedules for
the Singapore metro rail network [60] and security patrolling for fare inspection
in the Los Angeles Metro Rail system [30].
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Figure 7: Example of the metro rail domain

In Figure 7, we give an example of the metro rail domain. Each of the circles
represent a station, with the various lines corresponding to a separate metro
rail line. For example, one line would be composed of the stations/targets:
{t4 , t5 , t6 , t7 }. Another metro rail line is composed of stations {t1 , t5 , t9 , t14 }.
Not all stations have the same payoff, for example some stations may have
transfers between multiple train lines and are more attractive for the adversary
to attack (as shown in the figure with stations t5 , t9 , and t12 being represented
with a larger circle). In this figure, we give three possible patrols that a single
defender agent can execute with a single patrol being unable to visit all of the
stations given the time constraints. The path of patrol 1 starts at station t4 ,
travels to station t5 , then visits t9 , and finally ends with station t14 .
Defender agents may engage in teamwork to patrol certain key areas that
may be advantageous in thwarting the adversary compared to individual patrolling. What we mean is that defender agents may execute multiple patrols,
e.g., Patrol 1 and 2 in Figure 7, and coordinate to visit a single station simultaneously (like station 5). Thus, if the adversary observes a coordinated set
of defender agents patrolling a station, he will have to overcome multiple defenders if he decides to attack. To address teamwork in the metro rail domain
along with the constraint that the defender agents must travel on the train lines
that adhere to a fixed daily schedule (e.g., to allow the defenders to arrive simultaneously at a train station), we model the time as discrete, based on the
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train arrivals and departures. Indeed such discrete time is important to represent since even individual defender agent actions are based on train arrival and
departure times.
Within this metro rail domain, we can see three factors that complicate
teamwork and are not addressed by previous work in security games. First, uncertainty in execution may cause miscoordination. In particular, while defender
agents are on patrol, one or more of them may be forced to deviate from the
given patrol due to unforeseen events (we denote as execution uncertainty), such
as questioning of suspicious individuals which results in delays and uncertainty
in the patrol – while still needing to coordinate with other agents. This type of
uncertainty occurs on a local level to the individual defender agent and is not
known by the other defender agents (due to limited communication as described
below). Using the example discussed above of teamwork, e.g., patrol 1 and 2,
this type of uncertainty would cause the patrols to arrive at station 5 at different
times, instead of having the agents visit station 5 together.
Second, a global event may cause a agent to leave the system and stop
patrolling. This type of global event affects the entire team and impacts the
coordination among patrol agents which is different from the local level events
that may occur to an individual defender agent. One of the defender agents may
get interrupted to deal with a serious bomb threat – the entire team may be
alerted to this threat via an emergency channel and the responsible agents may
take over the response, resulting in the agent stopping the patrol and requiring
others to fill in any gaps as a team. The remaining agents will continue to patrol
the metro rail system to guard against subsequent future attacks that may arise.
Third, in this metro rail domain there is often limited communication among
the defender agents. Reasons for this limited communication include the trains
and stations being underground or the use of cell phones being jammed to
avoid triggering of explosions or radio giving away the defender’s coordinates
or information (with the emergency channel reserved for emergencies). This
prevents defender agents from constantly communicating with other agents to
determine their location.

5.2

Security Games with an Example Application in the
Metro Domain

Security games were first formalized by Kiekintveld et al. [31] which is based
on a two-player Stackelberg game between a defender (leader) and an attacker
(follower). In a security game the leader (defender) plays a strategy first while
the follower (attacker) observes the defender’s strategy before choosing his response [20, 29, 57]. Thus, using the Stackelberg (i.e., leader-follower) model as a
basis for security games allows us to capture the attacker’s conducting of surveillance of the defender strategy before launching any major attack [31, 45, 64].
The security game is a two stage game: the defender plays a mixed strategy and
the attacker then responds with an attack on a time and target; the game then
terminates. The defender does not get to observe the attacker or form beliefs
about the attacker. The focus of this section is how the security game model
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applies to the metro domain as considered in previous work such as in [30], but
without coordination of multiple agents under uncertainty.
In this model, both the attacker and defender have a set of possible pure
strategies. The attacker’s pure strategies correspond to the set of target-time
pairs, B, where each target-time pair b = (t, τ ) is defined as t being the target to
attack and τ being the time point to carry out the attack. In the train domain,
targets correspond to stations in the metro system. The attacker chooses a single
target-time pair to attack based on the observation of the defender’s marginal
coverage (defined in detail later in Section 2, but based on the concepts of
marginals introduced in [31]). The defender’s pure strategies correspond to
visiting a set of target-time pairs given a set of agents. By convention, in the
rest of the paper, we refer to the defender as she and attacker as he.
The payoffs for both the attacker and defender are dependent on whether
the target-time pair is covered by the defender or left uncovered (based on the
strategy of the defender). The defender’s actions and capabilities influence the
effectiveness of coverage on target-time pairs, allowing for partial effectiveness.
Each target-time pair b has a payoff associated with it for both the attacker
and defender, with Udc (b) denoting the payoff for the defender if b is covered
(100% effectiveness), and Udu (b) denoting the payoff for the defender if b is
uncovered (0% effectiveness) — we define defender expected utility under partial
effectiveness later[27, 50, 66]. We choose to have payoffs on both the location
and time, due to the payoff being dependent on time, e.g., in the train domain,
at rush hour the payoffs are larger than in the middle of the night with very
few passengers. The payoffs are influenced by the number of people at the
station/trains because if an attack is carried out when there are a lot of people
and the station is more crowded, then the attack will result in a greater number
of deaths and injuries compared to an attack when the station and train lines
are not as busy.
The payoffs for the attacker are in the same format, Uac (b) and Uau (b). A
common assumption for security games is that Udc (b) > Udu (b) and Uac (b) <
Uau (b), i.e., when a defender covers b, she receives a higher reward while the
attacker receives a lower reward compared to when the defender does not cover
b [5, 28, 56]. The model in our paper allows a non-zero-sum game, where the
sum of the defender’s and attacker’s payoff values may be non-zero.
The objective in the security game is to compute the defender mixed strategy
that maximizes the defender’s utility given the attacker’s strategy where the
attacker has full knowledge of the defender’s strategy. In other words, the goal
in security games is one of optimizing the use of the defender’s limited security
agents while taking into account the attacker’s ability to observe the defender’s
mixed strategy and to respond optimally to such a strategy. Note that we
compute the mixed strategy for the defender but only need to consider the pure
strategies of the attacker [42]. This is because given a fixed mixed strategy of
the defender, the attacker faces the problem that contains linear rewards and
thus if a mixed strategy is optimal for the attacker, then so are each of the
pure strategies in the support set of the mixed strategy (pure strategies that
have a non-zero probability). Therefore, we do not need to consider the mixed
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strategies of the attacker.
This optimization goal is equivalent to finding the Strong Stackelberg equilibrium (SSE), which was first proposed by Lietmann [33]. Significant research
on the strong Stackelberg equilibrium versus other types of Stackelberg equilibrium has already been done in previous work and led to SSE being commonly
used in security game research [3, 12, 19, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 44, 45, 49, 50, 66].

5.3

Experimental Setup

The experiments detailed in the rest of this section were performed on a quad
core Linux machine with 12 GB of RAM and 2.3 GHz processor speed. The test
results were averaged over 30 game instances, with each game having random
payoffs in the range [-10,10]. Unless otherwise stated, the scenarios are run
over 8 targets, 4 agents, a patrol time of 80 minutes discretized into 10 minute
intervals, 5% probability of delay, and 5% probability of a global events, using
VI with append + cutoff + ordering. The graphs of the scenarios are formed by
connecting targets together in lines of length 5, and then randomly adding |T2 |
edges between targets, to resemble train systems in the real world with complex
loops. All key comparisons where we assert superiority of particular techniques,
e.g., as in Figure 20, are statistically significant with p < 0.01.

5.4

Importance of Teamwork and Uncertainty

In this section, we focus on showing that the problem we are solving and the
way we model it, provides significant improvement over previous models. The
purpose is to show that modeling and solving for defender teamwork and uncertainty is an important research topic and that generating a high quality solution
is not trivial. Given the complexity of the problem and model that we are solving, a reasonable question would be whether solving a more simple model, such
as one that does not take into account the effectiveness of multiple agents or uncertainty, would provide a solution quality that is “good enough” or close to the
solution that we receive from our algorithm that takes into account teamwork
and uncertainty. This section shows that this is not the case, where solving a
more simple model provides a significantly lower solution quality compared to
the model that we present in this paper. In addition, these experiments are
benchmarks for our algorithm in providing lower bounds. We first demonstrate
that the algorithm we use to solve this model provides a significant improvement
over a naive approach of a uniform random strategy. Next, we present three
properties that we investigated: (i) defender teamwork in the form of additional
effectiveness for the defender team as multiple agents visit the same state; (ii)
global events that are handled in our model versus one that ignores these types
of events; (iii) execution uncertainty in the form of delays in the defender’s patrol. The following figures show that each property that we model provides a
considerable improvement in the defender’s strategy versus a model that ignores
the property.
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Figure 8: Comparison of our VI algorithm versus a uniform random strategy
First, we compare the solution quality of our VI algorithm versus a uniform
random strategy in Figure 8. The x-axis denotes the number of targets while
the y-axis shows the solution quality (defender expected utility). The purpose
of this comparison is to use the uniform random strategy as an initial benchmark to measure the performance and increase in solution quality that our VI
algorithm provides to the defender team. This figure shows that for varying
numbers of targets, our algorithm significantly outperforms a naive uniform
random approach.
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Figure 9: Benefit of considering the effectiveness of multiple agents
Figure 9 shows the benefit received in our model’s ability to handle teamwork. This demonstrates the improvement in the solution quality, or defender
expected utility, that comes from the increased effectiveness of having multiple
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defender agents visit the same state. More specifically, it shows the difference
in solution quality between our algorithm that generates policies that takes into
account benefit to having
P multiple agents covering the same target-time pair,
eff(s, b) = 1 − (1 − ξ) i Isi =b , and an algorithm that generates policies that
ignores additional effectiveness, eff(s, b) = ξ · Ib∈s (i.e., it is ξ as long as at least
one agent covers b). This algorithm that ignores additional effectiveness is still
solving individual MDPs for each defender agent (in the slave component) and
providing joint policies for the master component.
For both algorithms, when evaluating and computing the defender expected
utility, if multiple agents visit the same state, the defender receives an additional
effectiveness. In other words even for the algorithm that generates policies that
ignore multiple agents, when evaluating and computing the defender expected
utility, if there is more than one agent at a state, the defender will get an
additional effectiveness. As the number of defender agents increases, the solution
quality for when there is a benefit to having multiple agents increases at a faster
rate than when there is no benefit of multiple agents visiting the same state (no
teamwork).
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Figure 10: Solution quality of handling global events versus ignoring global
events
Figure 10 further illustrates the expressiveness of our teamwork model. It
compares the solution quality when we consider global events versus solving
under the assumption of no global events. The x-axis denotes the number of
targets while the y-axis shows the solution quality. In the latter case, the system
solves the model under the assumption that there is no global event, and we
compute the defender expected utility if there is a 5% probability of global events
at each time step. This shows the need and improvement to incorporating and
handling global events.
Figure 11 shows the importance of taking account execution uncertainty
in the form of delays. The x-axis is the number of targets and the y-axis is
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Figure 11: Comparison of solution quality taking into account the probability
of delay
the solution quality. It compares the solution quality of our algorithm that
considers and plans for uncertainty (in the form of delays), to an algorithm
that does not take into account execution uncertainty (i.e., assumes that the
policy/patrol schedule will be performed exactly as indicated and that there will
be no unforeseen events or delays). When executing the policy that does not
take into account delays, when a delay is encountered, the policy terminates with
no action. The solution quality of the algorithm that assumes no uncertainty
generates a mixed strategy for the defender, that is then analyzed with the
assumption of a 5% probability of delay. This figure reinforces the usefulness
and value to handling execution uncertainty with multiple coordinated defender
agents.

Comparison with other Dec-MDP solvers
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Figure 12: Comparison of various Dec-MDP solvers
In Figure 12 we compare the runtime of the VI-based slave for one iteration
(no column generation) with other algorithms for Dec-MDPs such as MPS [14],
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JESP [36] and DICEPS [39]—this is the only figure in this section that focuses
only on the slave and not on the master-slave algorithm in full.2 The x-axis
shows the number of targets and the y-axis is the execution time (seconds). We
are thankful for the advances in Dec-MDP algorithms and are in debt to the
multi-agent planning under uncertainty community for important research that
we utilize in our algorithm. There is new fertile ground for new research that
exploits deeper insights from MPS along with demonstrating the importance
towards fast heuristic algorithms to solve Dec-MDPs.
This figure shows that JESP and DICEPS run out of memory for more than
two targets, while MPS runs out of memory for more than four targets. For
a single iteration of the slave, MPS takes over six minutes with four targets,
whereas our algorithm takes less than 10 seconds. This suggests that security
games can benefit from a new family of fast approximate Dec-MDP algorithms,
such as our VI-based slave, that provides a new direction for further Dec-MDP
research.

5.6

Evaluating Runtime Improvements

This section begins with a comparison among all the runtime heuristics presented in Section 4. In Section 5.6.1, we show the increased performance when
the slave component is modified to place a limit on the number of agents at
each state. Then in Section 5.6.2 we further explore the impact of the repeated
iterative slave.
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Figure 13: Runtime comparison of heuristics
2 We would like to thank Jilles Dibangoye for providing the MPS algorithm and Matthijs
Spaan for providing the MADP toolbox (for JESP and DICEPS).
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Figure 14: Solution quality comparison of heuristics
The first two figures, Figure 13 and 14 compare the runtime and solution
quality across the multiple heuristics as described in Section 4. In both figures,
the x-axis is the number of targets while the y-axis is the runtime in minutes
for Figure 13 and the solution quality in Figure 14. Focusing on Figure 13,
the heuristics that provide the fastest runtime are: Append + Cutoff, Append
+ Cutoff + Ordered, and Max 3 joint agents + Append + Cutoff + Ordered.
Both Cold Start and Append take the longest time to run.
When comparing the solution quality, in Figure 14, all the heuristics compute
approximately the same solution quality or defender expected utility except for
the Append + Cutoff heuristic. The rationale as to why there is a decrease
in solution quality for the Append + Cutoff heuristic is that due to the cutoff
function where there is a limit placed on the total number of columns generated
within a single LP, this may result in a lower defender expected utility. By
adding the Ordered heuristic, we are solving the LPs that are less attractive
to the attacker first, thereby allowing additional columns to be generated and
used by the LPs that are solved later in the algorithm to give the defender a
larger number of columns or defender pure strategies to use. These two figures
show that the Append + Cutoff + Ordered heuristic runs at least as fast as the
Cold Start, Append, and Append + Cutoff algorithms, while also computing
approximately the same solution quality (and outperforming Append + Cutoff).
Therefore, we focus on improving the Append + Cutoff + Ordered heuristic in
the following section to handle situations where there is a larger number of
defender agents.
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5.6.1
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We show in this section that the Append + Cutoff + Ordered heuristic, cannot
scale up well when further increasing the number of agents. Figure 15 shows the
runtime improvements and solution quality when limiting the maximum number
of agents at a state. The “No Limit” column represents the algorithm that uses
Append + Cutoff + Ordered, but does not place a limit as to the maximum
number of agents that can visit a state (equivalent to the number of agents at
the same target-time pair). We show the solution quality and runtime when we
place a limit of 2, 3, and 4 maximum agents at a state.
Figure 15(a) shows the runtime in minutes (y-axis) as the number of agents
increases from 10 to 16 (x-axis). Even using the append, cutoff, and ordering
improvements, when there are 16 agents, the program takes over 50 minutes to
run, compared to under 20 minutes to run when we limit the maximum number
of agents at a state to 4. In Figure 15(b), the x-axis is the number of agents
and the y-axis is the solution quality. This figure shows the amount of loss in
solution quality when placing limits on the number of agents that can visit the
same state with the error bars denoting a 95% confidence interval. Notice that
when we place a limit of 3 defender agents that can visit a state, when there
are a total of 10 or 12 agents, the solution quality is approximately the same as
when we do not place a limit on the number of agents that can visit the same
state. However, when the number of agents increases to 14 and 16, placing a
limit of only 3 agents results in a loss in solution quality. Overall, these figures
show the improvement in runtime for placing limits on the maximum number
of agents that can visit a state, while not significantly decreasing in solution
quality (e.g., when there is a limit of 4 agents).
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Figure 15: Improvements in limiting maximum number of agents

5.6.2

Repeated iterative slave

Figures 16, 17, and 18 compare the performance of the single iteration versus the
repeated iterative slave algorithm as explained in Section 4.3. In all three figures,
the x-axis denotes the number of targets. In Figure 16, the y-axis is solution
quality while in Figure 17 the y-axis is the runtime in minutes. For Figure 18
the y-axis is the total number of column generation iterations. As mentioned in
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Figure 16: Solution quality comparison of the single versus repeated slave
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Figure 17: Runtime comparison of the single versus repeated slave
Section 4.3, for initial test cases, the repeated iterative slave computed a higher
solution quality than the single iteration slave.
However, as we ran additional tests as shown in these figures, the repeated
iterative slave approach did not provide a significant increase in the solution
quality over the single iteration approach as we initially thought, nor did it
improve the overall runtime. In addition, both algorithms executed for approximately the same number of total iterations. The intuition for both the repeated
iterative slave and the single iteration slave resulting in a similar solution quality is that although the repeated iterative slave produces a better joint policy
for a single iteration than the single iteration slave, recall that the master component computes a mixed strategy over all joint policies generated by the slave
component. Therefore, the initial joint policies computed by the repeated iterative slave may be better, but over multiple iterations of column generation, the
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Figure 18: Comparison of the number of iterations of the single versus repeated
slave
single iteration slave will generate effective joint policies so that the resulting
defender expected utility is similar to the resulting defender expected utility for
the repeated iterative slave.
These results indicate that improving the solution quality of the joint policy
returned by the slave is by itself not sufficient to guarantee a faster run-time
or higher solution quality. In fact, the effect may be counter-productive. Thus,
whereas we have settled on a particular heuristic approach, we have shown now
in various ways that going towards a slave that computes an optimal policy fails
to scale up (Figure 12), going towards a slave that computes a potentially higher
quality policy fails to degrade runtime while not improving solution quality
(Figures 16 and 17), and going towards a slave that ignores the uncertainty
provides a very low solution quality (Figure 11). This does not preclude further
improvements to the heuristic slave presented in this paper, but suggests that
such an improvement will require a deeper exploration.

5.7

Robustness

There are two types of robustness issues that we explore. The first type of robustness that we study examines the impact of uncertainty in different network
structures. An example of this includes the performance of the algorithm when
the probability of delay increases. In the real world, this value will be determined based on the frequency that the actual patrols get delayed or interrupted.
In addition to determining the performance of the algorithm as the probability
of delay changes, we evaluate the impact of network structure. The rationale for
studying the robustness of the algorithm across different types of network structure, is to see if having different types of connectivity among the targets/stations
would affect the defender’s strategy and expected utility. Would having a more
sparse graph or densely connected graph influence the defender’s expected utility and how would that expected utility change as we change the transition
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uncertainty? We conduct experiments across different types of network structures and varying levels of transition probability in Section 5.7.1 to show that a
network structure that has more edges (e.g., complete graph) provides greater
resilience even as the probability of delay increases.
The second type of robustness that we explore addresses the impact of uncertainty over uncertainty. In our algorithm, we assume a probability of delay,
where the defender agent may get delayed during a patrol. However, there may
be uncertainty in what this probability may actually be in the real world. We
present a different approach in generating the defender’s policy within the slave,
to provide a more robust solution to this type of uncertainty.
As described in Section 3.3, the slave generates a policy for each defender
agent using value iteration. We present a different way to solve the MDP by
using soft-max value iteration (SMVI) [58] to provide a more robust solution to
uncertainty. SMVI is similar to VI except that the soft-max function is used
instead of max while computing the value function of a state s. SMVI generates
randomized policies – i.e., randomized pure strategies – associating probability
πr (sr , ar ) to each action ar at each state sr . Formally,
X
V (sr ) = softmaxar V (sr , ar ) ≡ log
eV (sr ,ar )
(19)
ar

eV (sr ,ar )
(20)
eV (sr )
SMVI was first explored for its ability to speed up convergence, as in [58].
In our experiments SMVI did not provide significant runtime improvement,
however we discovered that the randomized policy obtained from SMVI provides
robustness to uncertainty in our estimates of transition probabilities, which
is a highly useful feature since this uncertainty often arises in practice. The
intuition behind SMVI providing robustness to uncertainty stems from the fact
that the SMVI algorithm computes a policy that spreads out the probability of
choosing an action at each state, instead of choosing only one action at each
state (VI). In the presence of uncertainty, if the action that is chosen by VI
is no longer the best action, it will still be chosen with a probability of 1 and
therefore the updated optimal action due to uncertainty will now be chosen with
a probability of 0. With soft-max, the probability over the action to take at
each state is distributed over the set of possible actions based on their values.
Therefore when noise or uncertainty is added, the randomized policy will have
a non-zero probability of choosing the updated best action (or a close-to-best
action). For example, if there are two possible actions, a1 and a2 , that give the
values 5 and 4 respectively, then the VI algorithm will generate in a policy that
chooses a1 , 100% of the time. However, the SMVI algorithm will compute a
policy that chooses a1 , 73.1% of the time and a2 , 26.9% of the time. If noise is
added to the system that now results in a2 giving a higher value than a1 , the
VI-based policy will be choosing a suboptimal action, or a1 , 100% of the time
or the optimal action, a2 , 0% of the time. However, the SMVI-based policy will
choose the optimal action, a2 , 26.9% of the time, thereby giving the defender
πr (sr , ar ) =
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a higher value. Such probability will be significant especially when there are
many close-to-optimal pure policies.
To test these level of robustness of our algorithms, we first evaluate the algorithm under different graph structures. Next, we show the robustness of the
SMVI slave with uncertainty in the transition probability. Then, the performance of both VI and SMVI slaves are studied with variations in the payoff
structure.
5.7.1

Varying graph structure
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Figure 19: Comparison of different graph structures under varying probabilities
of delay
In all the prior figures, the graph structure of the targets resemble a metro/train
system composed of connected lines. In Figure 19, we compare the impact of
different graph structures while also varying the probability of delay. The x-axis
is the probability of delay and the y-axis is the solution quality. The payoffs
for the targets are the same across all four graph structures. The four graph
structures that were examined are:
• Metro - a metro-based graph as described in the first paragraph of Section 5
• Complete - a complete graph where all targets are connected to each other
• Star - a star graph where only one internal target is connected to all other
leaf targets
• Tree - a binary tree graph where each target has at most two “children”
targets
Across varying levels of probability of delay, the complete graph always gives
the highest solution quality, followed by metro graph, tree graph, and finally
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star graph. The complete graph gives the highest solution quality because each
target is connected to the other, thereby having less constraints for the paths
of the patrols/policies. The star graph gives the lowest solution quality because
for the defender agent to visit two leaf targets, the agent must traverse past
the internal target, thereby not being able to visit as many targets within the
maximum patrol time. As the probability of delay increases, from 5% to 20%,
the solution quality for all graph structures decreases, however the complete
graph continues to enjoy the highest solution quality. This is because there is
increased amounts of uncertainty as to the location of the other defender agents.
From this figure and set of experiments, we show that adding more connectivity in the graphs that are used for patrolling is valuable and improves
the overall solution quality. Even when there is a high amount of uncertainty,
having a highly connected graph still results in a higher performance of the
algorithm.
5.7.2

Evaluating SMVI and VI

Solution Quality
Solut

1
0
SMVI

-1
-2

VI

-3
SMVI w/
uncertainty
VI w/ uncertainty

-4
-5
-6
8

12
16
Number of Targets

Figure 20: Comparison of SMVI and VI under uncertainty in transition probability
Figure 20 shows the difference in solution quality of soft-max value iteration
(SMVI) versus value iteration (VI) in the presence of uncertainty in transition
probability. The x-axis is the number of targets and the y-axis is the solution quality. The uncertainty that is added corresponds to the probability of
the transition uncertainty being different than the initial assumed value. In
this scenario, SMVI and VI obtain Dec-MDP based pure strategies with the
assumption that the probability of delay of 5% (the value that is assumed is
the probability of delay). We evaluate how the solution quality is impacted
with a probability of delay of 10%, while the algorithms assume a delay of 5%.
In other words, we measure the change in solution quality (defender expected
utility) when the algorithms generate a defender strategy that assumes that the
probability of delay is 5% but evaluate the defender strategy if there is actually a probability of delay of 10%. This shows that without any uncertainty
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SMVI performs worse than VI, but with uncertainty in the transition probability, SMVI gives a higher solution quality than VI. Thus, SMVI is a more
favorable option given uncertainty in transition probability.
5.7.3

Varying payoff structure
SMVI
VI
SMVI with uncertainty VI with uncertainty
Solution Quality

0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-1

-0.8

-0.6
-0.4
Covariance

-0.2

0

Figure 21: Comparison of SMVI and VI under uncertainty in transition probability with varying payoff structures
In Figure 20, both SMVI and VI have a significant decrease in solution quality when there is uncertainty in the transition probability. To further explore
if this phenomenon happens across different scenarios, we generated different
payoff structures by varying the covariance values of the payoffs using the covariance game generator of the GAMUT package [38]. We find that regardless
of the payoff structure, the SMVI-based algorithm provides a greater robustness
to uncertainty in the transition probability compared to the VI-based algorithm.
The covariance value is chosen from the range [−1.0, 0.0], which provides
the correlation between the defender’s payoff and the adversary’s payoff. The
rewards for both the defender and adversary are positive integers in the range
[1, 10] while the penalties for both the defender and adversary are negative
integers in the range [−10, −1]. A covariance value of -1.0 is equivalent to
a zero-sum game where if the defender’s reward is 8, then the corresponding
adversary’s penalty would be -8. A covariance value of 0 is equivalent to random
payoffs where there is no correlation between the defender’s and adversary’s
payoffs. Figure 21 shows the change in solution quality for both SMVI and VI
under uncertainty in the transition probability with different types of payoff
structures. When the covariance value is -1.0, or under a zero-sum game, note
that the solution quality of the SMVI-based algorithm drops by only 0.6 when
there is uncertainty in the transition probability, while the VI-based algorithm
drops by 1.5. In other words, the drop in solution quality of the VI-based
algorithm is 50% larger than the drop in solution quality for the SMVI-based
algorithm when there is uncertainty in the transition probability.
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Heuristic
Append + Cutoff +
Ordered
Maximum number of
agents at a state with
Append + Cutoff + Ordered
Repeated iterative slave

Soft-Max Value
Iteration (SMVI)

Positives
Scales up as number of
targets increases
Scales up as number of
agents increases

Negatives
Fails to scale as number of
agents increases
Have to determine suitable limit
for agents at a state

Finds a higher quality joint
policy for the defender for
each slave iteration
Computes robust solution
when uncertainty exists in
the parameters

Overall solution quality does not
significantly improve and takes
longer time to run
Generates a solution quality worse
than value iteration (VI) when there
is no uncertainty in the parameters

Table 3: Comparison of Heuristics
As the covariance value increases from -1.0 to 0, the solution quality when
there is no uncertainty in the transition probability increases at a faster rate
than the solution quality with uncertainty in the transition probability. Under
the Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium [10, 33, 31], the follower (adversary) will
choose the optimal strategy (state to attack) for the leader (defender). This
leads to a higher solution quality for the defender when there is no transition
uncertainty. When there is uncertainty added to the system, the adversary may
instead choose to attack a state that gives the defender a significantly worse
expected utility, thereby resulting in a larger drop in solution quality, as seen in
Figure 21, as the covariance value deviates from -1 (a zero-sum game). In the
more realistic cases, where the payoff structure is closer to real-world scenarios
(with the covariance being closer to -1 or the left portion of the figure), there is
less degradation in the solution quality for both SMVI- and VI-based algorithms
with SMVI continuing to provide greater robustness compared to VI.

5.8

Summary of Heuristics

This section compares all the heuristics and extensions presented in this article.
The Cold Start, Append, and Append + Cutoff heuristics are not included in
the table as they are dominated by the Append + Cutoff + Ordered heuristic in
both runtime and solution quality. Table 3 compares the four primary heuristics/extensions proposed in this paper. The first heuristic, Append + Cutoff +
Ordered, works well for scenarios where the user may have a lot of targets but
less than ten defender agents. When there are a significant number of defender
agents, the user should choose to use the heuristic that places a maximum number of agents at a state (within the slave) in addition to the Append + Cutoff
+ Ordered heuristic. For scenarios where there may be a lot of uncertainty in
the parameters, the Soft-Max Value Iteration provides a more robust defender
strategy.
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6

Related Work

There are two main areas of related work. The first area is on security games.
The second area is the work done on Decentralized Markov Decision Processes.
We next explore these two areas in more detail.

6.1

Security Games

An initial version of this work appeared in [51]. We extend this initial work with
two new algorithms and extensive new analyses that improve our understanding
of issues such as the relationship in security games of payoff covariance, graph
structure, and execution uncertainty.
As security game research is discussed earlier (see Section 5.2), we focus on
research most relevant to the problem discussed in this paper. Whereas early
work on commitment to mixed strategies in Stackelberg games is explored in
[61], it was the DOBSS algorithm [42] that used a mixed integer program and
opened the door to applications of Stackelberg games to security.
Following DOBSS, ORIGAMI and ERASER algorithms [31] were developed
with ORIGAMI providing a polynomial time solution for security games with
no scheduling constraints (an example of scheduling constraints is patrolling a
metro system where the defender is restricted in the stations that can be visited based on patrol time and metro lines). ERASER-C [31] provided a more
compact representation of the defender strategies for multiple agents (compared
to DOBSS) while also handling scheduling constraints that arise from the defender’s strategies. ASPEN [26] was later developed which utilized a branchand-price approach to generate a subset of the defender’s pure strategies while
still computing the optimal solution for the defender allowing arbitrary scheduling constraints. This significantly improved the efficiency of solving security
games with scheduling constraints. However, these algorithms do not consider
teamwork and joint activities among the defender agents.
Shieh et al. [50] introduced coordination and teamwork among defender
agents in security games via the use of joint activities for the defender. However
they do not consider execution uncertainty, such as delays, that may arise in
the defender agents’ strategy. We show in Section 5.4, Figure 11 the importance of accounting for execution uncertainty in the defender strategy. Jiang et
al. [30] explored handling execution uncertainty of defender patrols in security
games via the use of Markov Decision Processes, but do not consider coordination and teamwork among the multiple defender agents and instead focuses on
a single defender, or multiple independent defender agents that do not consider
the additional effectiveness that arises from having multiple agents at the same
target.
Research in security games also includes defending mobile targets [9], patrolling in extensive-form infinite-horizon games [5], simulations and tools for
maritime security [29], and multiple self-interested defenders for games with a
network environment [52]. Additional techniques in solving security games have
included the use of a sequence-form double-oracle algorithm [8]
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6.2

Decentralized Markov Decision Process

In this paper we turned to Dec-MDPs in generating joint policies for the defender’s pure strategies. The complexity of Dec-MDPs have been shown to be
NEXP-complete [7]. One of the earliest models of Dec-MDPs addressed the
issue of scalability when there exists transition independence among the agents
and is shown to be NP-complete [6]. Transition independent Dec-MDPs have
been extended in a variety of ways. For example, one extension allows partial
observability in network structures known as network-distributed POMDP or
ND-POMDP [37]. Another extension of Dec-MDPs includes a decision theoretic model known as the decentralized sparse-interaction Markov decision process (Dec-SIMDP) [34], a subclass of Dec-MDPs, where local interactions and
communications are abstracted to interaction areas and observable interactions.
Given the complexity of Dec-MDPs there has been a lot of work exploring
ways to increase the scalability of solving these types of problems. Spaan and
Melo proposed an interaction-driven Markov game, which is a model that extends Dec-MDPs and takes advantage of the situations where the interaction
between the agents are a local phenomenon, and provides a fast approximate
solution that exploits the structure [54]. Roth et al. [48] explored solving multiagent domains with collective observability where factored policy representations are used. Dec-MDPs have also been reformulated as a bilinear program
which allows for efficient algorithms to solve this kind of problem [43]. Dibangoye et al. [14], present an algorithm to solve transition independent Dec-MDPs
while also providing error-bounds and fast convergence rates via the use of continuous state MDPs and piecewise linear convex functions. Additional research
has focused on solving infinite-horizon transition independent Dec-MDPs [15].
Communication among agents in a decision theoretic, decentralized environment extending Dec-MDPs has been studied by Goldman et al. [22]. The DecMDP model is extended to Dec-MDP-Com model that includes the language
of communication and cost to transmit a message. The use of communication
can potentially help overcome the issues that arise from miscordination and provide a more robust solution. Another framework known as Dec-SMDP-Com [23]
for a decentralized semi-Markov decision process with direct communication has
been used to represent communication within multi-agent planning in stochastic
domains, where the agents operate independently between communication.
A general framework that has been used to solve multi-agent planning problems is the Expectation-Maximization (EM) framework [13], which has helped
in scaling up. In solving infinite-horizon multi-agent sequential decision making problems, Kumar and Zilberstein, reformulated the problem to a set of
dynamic Bayes nets and use the EM algorithm to find the optimal policy of
the dynamic Bayes nets [32]. Another area of research related to sequential
decision making under uncertainty is interactive partially observable Markov
decision processes (I-POMDP) [21], where the beliefs of the agents are not
constrained just by the state space, but include the physical environment and
models of other agents. Research has focused on graphical models to represent
and solve I-POMDPs [16, 17] along with a policy iteration algorithm to solve
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I-POMDPs [53].
Recent multi-agent literature for decision making under uncertainty has
started exploring the notion and impact of time [1, 35]. Amato et al. [1] extend the Dec-POMDP model to address macro-actions (actions that require
different amounts of time) in determining what macro-actions to execute and
for which agent. A case study by Messias et al. [35] applies the Generalized
Semi-Markov Decision Processes to a multi-robot scenario while demonstrating
that the modeling of asynchronous events over continuous time gives a greater
solution quality compared to discrete time models.
In this paper, we exploit the advances already provided by the Dec-MDP
community in providing a rich set of algorithms and ideas, and the algorithm
devised in this paper builds on these ideas. There are two major differences
between the work in this paper and previous work. The first major difference in
this paper is the addition of an adversarial agent that is able to respond to the
joint policy of the Dec-MDP. The adversary is able to strategically determine the
effectiveness of the defender’s strategy (which is based on the joint policies from
the Dec-MDP) that the defender must strategize against. The slave component
of our algorithm can use any Dec-MDP solver as the purpose of the slave is to
generate a joint policy for the defender agents. The contribution of this paper
stems from the column generation framework that allows for the decomposition
of the security game in the master component and the joint policy for the
defender in the slave component allowing the integration of security games and
Dec-MDPs. This decomposition brings forth a second key difference between
the work presented in this paper and previous work: our emphasis is not on
generating just one single optimal joint policy via the Dec-MDP algorithms
employed in our slave component, but a number of joint policies. This shift in
emphasis has led us to develop heuristics that allow for fast generation of good
enough policies rather than focusing on a single optimal or near-optimal policy.
The contribution this paper provides to the Dec-MDP community is a new
domain where Dec-MDP research can be used. Dec-MDPs can be used in game
theoretic problems to compute defender strategies under uncertainty. This differs from prior Dec-MDP research areas as this opens up a need for Dec-MDP
algorithms that focus on rapid computation of policies rather than a single optimal or near-optimal policy.

7

Conclusion

The key contribution of this paper is opening up a fruitful new area of research
at the intersection of security games and multi-agent teamwork. We present a
novel game theoretic model that for the first time addresses teamwork under
uncertainty for security games. To solve this model, we present an algorithm
that leverages column generation and iterative Dec-MDPs to generate defender
strategies under uncertainty. Additionally, we present heuristics to improve the
runtime and demonstrate the robustness of using randomized pure strategies.
A future direction we would like to inquire into is to look at various team
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types that allow heterogeneous team members (e.g., three boats, two boats and
a helicopter, one boat and two helicopters) in security games, where there are
costs associated with each defender agent (e.g., one boat has the same cost
as two helicopters). These heterogeneous agents will also have different levels
of effectiveness based on which agents are conducting a joint activity/working
together. For example, having a helicopter and a boat visit the same target
will provide increased effectiveness compared to having two helicopters or two
boats visiting that target. The challenge is to find the optimal team composition
given a fixed cost with the additional complexity of varying levels of effectiveness
among heterogeneous defender agents. Another direction of future work could be
to allow for a richer set of defender policies allowing for observation uncertainty
(and hence we would need to bring in Dec-POMDPs for coordination), requiring
us to handle the significant additional complexity of Dec-POMDPs.
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